WIRELINE PRESSURE CONTROL

FRAC STACKS
BLOWOUT PREVENTERS
WELL INTERVENTION
FLOWBACK & WELL TESTING
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
**WIRELINE PRESSURE CONTROL**

Stuart’s wireline pressure control group (originally Professional Wireline Rentals) has been providing wireline support since 2002. Stuart provides support for service equipment as well as operational and technical requests.

Stuart’s sophisticated technical knowledge, innovative thinking and commitment to excellence means that customers receive value-added recommendations during all phases of operations. Stuart’s Hydraulic Lift Sub will increase your efficiency and provide an additional safety element on location. Historically, Stuart has designed and manufactured pressure control units, accumulators and other job-specific equipment that have revolutionized the market. Stuart has also fine-tuned numerous ways to monitor and control pressure, while wireline operations are active. Document processes are always maintained to ensure HSE requirements are implemented.

- In-House Design & Manufacturing of Pressure Containing Units
- Technical Support for Pre-Job Planning & Post Job Review
- Rig Up Drawings with Weight & Height
- 100% Material Traceability
- Maintenance Programs (Pre, Post, Annual, 5 Year)
- Certified Equipment - Copies Available Per Request
- Batch Management of Elastomers

---

**Cased hole equipment**
- 5k, 10k, 12.5k, and 15k packages

**Open hole equipment**
- 5k, 10k, 12.5k, and 15k packages

**Pipe recovery/side entry**
- Grease injectors
- Test pumps
- Air compressors
- Accumulators (16st)
- Hydraulic Lift Sub

---
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